P OWERS TOW®

The Proven Solution for Container Stowage
Planning and Management
When ocean carriers poured precious capital into operating a fleet of container ships, including
newer “megaships,” the container stowage planner’s role became more than just determining
the best placement for each shipping container. It’s financial and asset management, resource
allocation, and strategic container stowage planning all in one. Every delay, inefficiency, and
mistake can cost money and lower the overall return on ocean carriers’ investment.
Consider the difficulties and intricacies of shipping container stowage planning. Multiply the
container stowage variables on each vessel by the number of ports in a typical voyage, factor
in vessel sharing agreements, complex hazardous segregation rules, and the uncertainties in
the shipping container forecast.The result is a model of such complexity that only an expertly
designed container stowage planning software solution can manage.
XVELA PowerStow addresses these challenges with a shipping container stowage planning
and management solution that operates in real-time, thus enabling planners to optimize
container stowage throughout the entire voyage of the vessel, resulting in enhanced container
stowage planner productivity, improved vessel utilization, reduced fuel and stevedoring
costs, and maximum operational efficiency. Comprehensive container stowage planning
tools provide unparalleled real-time visibility of container stowage, cargo forecasts, stability
and strength, crane split, and lashing and error conditions.
Used by leading ocean carriers, XVELA PowerStow is the only container stowage planning
and management solution that offers true multi-port vessel stowage planning, integrated
strength and stability calculations, and an easy-to-use graphic user interface.

Maximize Revenue, Minimize Cost
Optimize Stowage to Increase Profits
XVELA PowerStow® helps you increase revenue and reduce costs to increase your profits. High productivity tools enable you
to plan faster and more efficiently to increase effective vessel capacity and carry more cargo. Since PowerStow operates in
real-time, you can quickly respond to any changes in expected cargo, keeping plans as accurate as possible. Additionally, as
you plan the vessel’s voyage, PowerStow displays the vessel as if it were at the next port call with the containers scheduled
for discharge already removed, and let’s you create projections of containers you expect to load. Using information sent via
EDI, PowerStow instantly updates stow plans for all down-line ports with actual stowage information. With a synchronized
stowage coordination system, you see how changes affect capacity, loading, and discharge at all ports in a vessel’s voyage.

Ensure On-time Sailings and Minimize Stevedoring Costs
XVELA PowerStow makes it possible to manage and view crane productivity, calculate crane splits based on the current
stow, and automatically generate a crane plan that can be sent to the terminal. You can easily visualize the division of work
among cranes that will load and discharge the vessel and select which cranes will be used and the order in which the cranes
are assigned to the vessel. PowerStow provides views of crane work queues for each bay, enabling planners to analyze how
a vessel is likely to be worked. This plan can then be sent to vessel planners at the terminal, so they can see what crane
operation assumptions the central planner made when creating the preplan and confirm on-time sailing.

Reduce Total Voyage Costs
By planning more than one port ahead, you can reduce rehandling costs and fuel burn. Since the cost of rehandling varies
by port, planners can reduce rehandling costs by planning rehandles for port calls with lower handling charges. PowerStow’s
real-time calculation and display of trim, stability and strength combined allow you to minimize ballast and fuel burn by
varying the weight of one or more tanks, such as ballast, fuel, oil, and fresh water to fine-tune vessel stability with minimum
ballast.

The robust
PowerStow user
interface speeds the
planning process by
showing the vessel
profile, scan view,
load list and a recap
all in one screen.

Plan Bigger Ships without Adding Resources
Maximize Planner Effectiveness
Historically, vessel planning has been a time-consuming
error-prone process. XVELA PowerStow® automates
routine planning tasks such as counting containers,
summarizing information, checking for errors, coloring
bay plans, and reporting. In addition, PowerStow
automatically calculates stress and stability factors
to alert you to any negative consequences when you
reposition containers.

Reduce Planning Inefficiencies
By planning for the entire voyage, you can minimize
total voyage cost and instantly evaluate the impact of
any changes at all ports down-line. When you reposition
containers, you instantly see stress and stability factors
change. With XVELA PowerStow, you can add and
remove ports and change the order of rotation.

Create Better Plans in Less Time
By planning more than one port ahead, you can
reduce rehandling costs and fuel burn. Since the cost
of rehandling varies by port, planners can reduce
rehandling costs by planning rehandles for port calls
with lower handling charges. PowerStow’s real-time
calculation and display of trim, stability and strength
combined allow you to minimize ballast and fuel burn by
varying the weight of one or more tanks, such as ballast,
fuel, oil, and fresh water to fine-tune vessel stability with
minimum ballast.

Why XVELA PowerStow?
To cope with the larger ships
and
address
demanding
customer needs, you need
a system that is easy-to-use
and flexible enough to handle
complex stowage scenarios.
Used by leading ocean carriers,
XVELA PowerStow offers true
mutli-port vessel stowage
planning, integrated strength
and stability calculations, and
an easy-to-use graphical user
interface.
•
•
•
•

Maximize asset utilization
Reduce operating costs
Improve customer service
Increase production without
adding resources

PowerStow® Features
Real-Time Container Information

Open Architecture

• Sort containers by any attribute combination, including
equipment type and size, hazardous class, reefer temperature,
stowage violations, point of loading and discharge, and final
destination.
• Receive automatic updates of stability calculations each time
the plan is changed.

• Supports “Plug-in” modules created by customers or
XVELA-ready third parties to extend capabilities and/or
interface with other systems.
• Plug-ins can add specialized calculations for lashing,
stability, strength, stevedoring cost estimation, and more.

Powerful Graphic Tools
• Easy-to-use, graphical user interface with dropdown menus
and drag and drop functionality.
• Assign each container a unique visual identity to represent
attributes such as container size, weight group, content,
discharge port, load port, and final destination.
• Pop-up views provide details such as container weight, special
handling instructions, reefer and hazardous information.

Ship Editor
• Define and build any size and type of vessel.
• Quickly and easily create, define, and configure a vessel’s
bays and decks, including allowed cargo parameters and
cargo restrictions, along with stability, stress, and strength
restrictions.
• Import or export ship geometry data via EDI and enter data for
lashing calculations and full stability and strength calculations.

Multi-Port Planning
• Simultaneously view stowage at multiple ports of discharge in
multiple views without swapping files.
• Make changes directly in any graphic view and immediately
see the impact on stowage at any number of future ports.

Crane-Split Analysis
• Manage and view crane productivity, calculate rough crane
split based on stow plan, and generate crane reports for
the terminal.

Reports, Recaps, and Lists
• Standard reports include: stow plan, scan plan, stability,
cargo weights, port-to-port, hatch summary, recap, and
non-cargo cargo.
• Define custom reports based on attributes such as POD,
empty containers, reefers, or hazardous materials.
• Output reports, recaps and lists to pdf or fax directly from
PowerStow.

Detailed Error Checking
• Automatic error checking indicates stowage errors and
inefficiencies such as: equipment-type compatibility for
active refrigerated containers, stack height and weight
violations, overstows, and dangerous and hazardous
handling violations.
• Real-time interactive alerts, messages, and warning
symbols for lashing, strength, and stability errors.

Integrated Hazardous Cargo Segregation Tools
• Built in segregation checking in full accordance with
IMDG Code.
• Alerts for hazardous stowage prohibition based on
predefined ship specifications.

Comprehensive EDI Support
• EDI formats include UN/EDIFACT standards: BAPLIE,
MOVINS, COPRAR, TANSTA, and ANZECS, STIF, and
DANCARG
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About XVELA
XVELA is a new company that utilizes the legacy of Navis PowerStow vessel stowage solution to provide a transformative, cloudbased collaboration platform and network for ocean carriers and terminal operators. XVELA enables its users to easily connect
and coordinate vessel stowage planning and execution activities, resulting in reduced vessel operation and terminal costs and
improved utilization of critical crane, vessel and manpower resources.
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